Mineral composition of gully features within Hale crater, Mars.
Introduction: The origin of the martian gullies remains debatable. In [1] it was found that
the majority of gullies within Hale crater were likely emplaced by ﬂuidized ﬂows rather than
dry, granular ﬂow. This conclusion was drawn exclusively on the basis of measuring gully
apex slopes using the 1 m/pixel resolution DEM (from the High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment or HiRISE). The purpose of this study was to follow up on [1] by investigating the
mineral composition of those gullies using hyperspectral imagery (from the Compact
Reconaissance Imaging Spectrometer or CRISM). The working hypothesis was that the gullies
within Hale crater would show the presence of hydrated minerals, as predicted by [2], thus
further indicating their ﬂuvial origin in agreement with the ﬁndings in [1].
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Figure 1 (above): Location of the study site
within Hale Crater, indicated by a red star.
Figure 2 (left): The study site at Hale crater
covered a small region (<10 km x 10 km) of
the north-eastern rim with the central
coordinates -35.2° S, 324.7° E.

All available spectral parameter summary products developed by [4] were generated using the CAT in order to
determine locations of mineral classes within Hale crater. These summary products are band ratio mineralogical
maps which are used to aid in the extraction of mineral spectra from an image and were developed speciﬁcally for
the coverage and spectral resolution of the CRISM instrument. Individual products were then analysed and
interpreted with respect to gully formations and previous studies [1], [2].
Summary products were then combined to create RGB composite images to be draped over the HiRISE DEM in
order to improve visualisation of mineralogy within gully features.

Figure 3: Systematic correction of IR spectral signature, top left to
right: After conversion from PDS to CAT format, after photometric
correction, after atmospheric correction, after de-striping and despiking using a 5x5 Gaussian kernel.
For hyperspectral analysis, the CRISM Analysis Toolkit (CAT) v.6.6 plug-in was used with ENVI
software. VNIR and IR CRISM images spanning the study site (FRT00004af7_if164l_TRR3.img
and FRT00004af7_07_if164s_TRR3.img) were pre-processed to remove the eﬀects of
instrument noise and atmospheric eﬀects using the standard procedure as documented in [3].

Above counter-clockwise from top left: Summary product LCPINDEX - where bright pixels indicate low-calcium
pyroxenes. Summary product BD2500 - where bright pixels indicate an absorption feature at 2.500 μm indicative of
carbonates. Summary product BD2100 - where bright pixels indicate the depth of the absorption feature at 2.100 μm,
representative of monohydrated minerals. HiRISE image PSP_002932_1445, one of the two images used for the
creation of the HiRISE DEM used within this study covering the study site in Hale crater, spatial resolution is 0.300 m.
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From top: True colour image TRU, composed of summary products 0.600, 0.530 and 0.440 as
RGB. Image MAF, composed of OLINDEX2, LCPINDEX and HCPINDEX as RGB, Image PH2,
composed of BD2350, D2300 and BD2210, Image CAR, composed of D2300, BD2500 and
BD1900.

Conclusion:The ﬁndings of this study were in agreement with the conclusions reached by [1]
and [2] as gully features within the study site at Hale crater were found to contain evidence
of hydrated mineralogy. This study was able to further reﬁne the both the spatial and
spectral resolution of [2] with the use of CRISM hyperspectral data, and additionally enable
the improved visualisation of hydrated mineral deposits within the study site while
investigating the relationship between these mineral deposits and landform with the use of
a HiRISE DEM.

